Featured Application: Hyperspectral imaging for Sclerotinia stem rot identification.
Introduction
Sclerotinia stem rot (SSR) is considered as an important disease of major crops [1] and some medicinal plants worldwide. It is caused by a typical necrotrophic phytopathogenic fungus, Sclerotinia sclerotiorum (S. sclerotiorum), which could induce significant crop yield loss in oilseed rape, peanut, sunflower [2] , safflower [3] and perilla frutescens [4] .The traditional detection methods for SSR are mainly based on artificial identification and laboratory biochemical methods including flow cytometry, polymerase chain reaction (PCR), enzyme-linked immune sorbent assay (ELISA) and immunofluorescence (IF) [5] . Although these methods could gain relatively accurate results, they are often time-consuming and labor-intensive. Therefore, a reliable and rapid diagnose method for SSR is urgently needed.
Currently, optical techniques, especially hyperspectral imaging (HSI) has been widely used for plant diseases detection [6] [7] [8] due to the advantage of providing spectral and spatial information simultaneously which contain information of chemical compositions and physical structures of the plant. Several studies have reported that HSI was feasible for plant disease detection, such as Plasmopara viticola in grape [9] , green diseases in citrus [10] , Magnaporthe oryzae in rice [11] , gray mold in tomato [12, 13] . As for SSR detection, one study conducted by Zhang et al. on SSR detection of oilseed rape leaves using mid-infrared spectrum provided an over 80% detection accuracy [14] . However, point to point or one dimensional (1D) measurement could cause high uncertainty in disease detection due to that the disease would cause large variability and heterogeneity from a single leaf to the entire plant. Considering the large heterogeneity of disease distributing within a leaf, two-or three-dimensional optical imaging techniques containing spectral and spatial information have been employed. Kong et al. carried out the SSR identification in oilseed rape stems using hyperspectral imaging with an overall accuracy of over 90% [15] . Although a reasonable result was achieved, it still needed 13 selected wavelengths to train the discriminant model, which can limit laboratory-based studies to a low-cost application. To our knowledge, there is little information about changes in light absorption and scattering in leaf tissue caused by S. sclerotiorum infection. Therefore, the model plant, Arabidopsis thaliana (A. thaliana), was introduced in this study for the investigation of diffuse reflectance heterogeneity within a whole leaf infected by S. sclerotiorum. Moreover, the findings would enable the effective detection of SSR based on HSI.
In the study, HSI was proposed for the investigation of SSR infected leaves, as well as detection of SSR by establishing a robust discriminant model based on hyperspectral imaging and multivariate analysis. To achieve this goal, different optimal wavelength selection methods and classification algorithms were evaluated in order to select the most optimal model that was feasible for SSR detection. The specific objectives were: (1) Select the optimal wavelengths for SSR detection; (2) establish a suitable classification model for SSR diagnosis based on selected features.
Materials and Methods

A. thaliana Cultivation and Pathogen Inoculation
The wild type (WT) A. thaliana seeds were provided by the Plant Environmental Sensing Laboratory (Hangzhou Normal University). The seeds were pretreated using 2.5% plant preservative mixture (PPM) and then stored in the refrigerator at 4 • C for 3 days. A. thaliana seeds were cultured on murashige and skoog (MS) medium in Petri dishes within a chamber under 80 µmol·m −2 ·s −1 with 16-photoperiod at 22 • C, 65% humidity. Two-week-old A. thaliana plants were then transplanted to pots, and then the pots were covered by plastic wrap for three days in the same incubator. A. thaliana plants were watered every four days before the start of the experiment. S. sclerotiorum was cultured on a potato dextrose agar. In this study, a 5 mm diameter hyphal block was inoculated on the center of the upper surface of the A. thaliana leaf. After 3 h, plants were considered successfully infected when at least one leave presented typical symptoms, while some were still asymptomatic but with watery lesions in the back of mesophyll. Finally, 285 samples were collected including 138 healthy, 72 infected asymptomatic and 75 infected symptomatic leaves, respectively.
Hyperspectral Images Acquisition and Processing
Hyperspectral images of A. thaliana leaves were collected by a push-broom hyperspectral imaging system. The system briefly was consisted of a charge coupled device (CCD) camera with 672 × 512 pixels resolution (C8484-05, Hamamatsu Photonics, Hamamatsu City, Japan), a spectrograph with 2.8 nm resolution in the range of 379-1023 nm (ImSpector V10E, Spectral Imaging Ltd. Oulu, Finland), two-line lights (Fiber-Lite DC950, Dolan Jenner Industries Inc. Boxborough, MA, USA), a mobile platform (IRCP0076, Isuzu Optics Crop, Taiwan, China), a dark box and a computer installed with V10E software of four different spectral resolutions (1.25, 2.51, 5.03 and 10.08 nm) using the interpolation algorithm. Before the final hyperspectral images acquisition, some key parameters including spectral resolutions, working distance, exposure time, light intensity and scanning speed were optimized with the aim of achieving the best output performance. Two halogen line lights were installed on two sides of the lens above the samples with an angle of 45 • to reduce the shadow. The spectral resolutions were set as 1.25 nm, and the working distance was 28 cm, and the exposure time of the charge coupled device (CCD) camera was adjusted to 40 ms. The A. thaliana leaves were scanned at a speed of 3 mm/s on the sampling platform with a dark background to simplify the image processing procedure. All components were fixed in a dark box to avoid any impact on the hyperspectral images collection.
Prior to further images processing, the raw hyperspectral images were calibrated by the following equation to reduce the bias caused by the uneven distribution of light.
where R, I raw , I dark , and I white were the calibrated images, original images, dark current and reference images, respectively. The calibrated spectral images of first 60 wavelengths were removed due to high noises. As shown in Figure 1 , the background of each spectral images was removed firstly. The Otsu's model was then introduced to calculate a global threshold that can segment abnormal tissues (regions of interest, ROIs) from healthy ones from the spectral image [16] . As the spectral images at 750 nm of the infected tissues ( Figure 2a ) presented a great contrast to healthy ones, it was determined for image segmentation. For healthy samples, the whole leaf area was considered as the ROIs. The mean spectrum of all pixels within each ROI in the range of 450-1023 nm was calculated. In order to further remove the undesirable noise that could impact the extraction of spectral features, and eventually improve the discrimination accuracy, the Savitsky-Golay (SG) smoothing algorithm was also implemented as previously described [10] .
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Although hyperspectral images contain rich information spatially and spectrally that was associated with the structural and biochemical properties of plant leaves, they also included redundant information. Therefore, it is generally preferred to select the most important wavelengths to remove irrelevant information so that they could be applied online for disease diagnosis with less expensive hardware setup. In this study, three commonly used optimal selection methods, including the random frog (RF), successive projection algorithm (SPA) and sequential forward selection (SFS) were used to select the most sensitive wavelengths for SSR. RF was performed to select optimal wavelengths for discriminating different leaf health conditions based on the invertible jump Markov Chain Monte Carlo technology [17, 18] . It outputs the chosen probability of each selected variable. A higher probability indicates a more important waveband. RF is an effective variable selection algorithm from high-dimension that can gain the most relevant variables for classification. SPA was also performed to select the sensitive wavelengths for SSR detection in A. thaliana leaves through the projection operation in a vector space. The candidate variable was projected to the maximum value on the orthogonal subspace with the minimum colinearity. The redundant wavelengths were eliminated without significant loss of the predicting ability once the root mean square error (RMSE) of multiple linear regression (MLR) model was achieved [19] . The SFS algorithm is a bottom-up process that starts with an empty subset and repeatedly adds the most important features selected by the objective function. Once the attribute is preserved, it cannot be discarded at a later stage. Fisher criteria are often used as objective functions [20] .
Discriminant Analysis Method for Disease Detection
Machine learning methods have been proven useful for the detection of diseased or damaged plant materials based on hyperspectral imaging [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . However, different kinds of stress would induce different reflectance patterns implying that the most feasible model should be constructed for a specific disease. In this study, four supervised classifiers including the extreme learning machine (ELM), K-nearest neighbor algorithm (KNN), linear discriminant analysis (LDA), naïve Bayes classifier (NB) and the support vector machine (SVM) were introduced. ELM is a feedforward network with a single hidden layer carrying the performance of fast learning speed and good generalization and was widely used for pattern recognition [26, 27] . The classification ability largely depends on the number of hidden nodes. Therefore, a range of 1-60 hidden node number was tested in the study according to their detection performance. KNN is a non-parametric classification model by training k neighbors from the training set using a distance function, and then classifying the features into a class based on the largest voting rules [28] . In this case, four neighbors and Manhattan distance were determined to establish the KNN model. LDA is an effective subspace technique because it optimizes the Fisher score and has no need to adjust the free parameters [29, 30] . NB classifier is a probabilistic classifier based on Bayes' theory with independent assumptions between features [31, 32] , which was also used for citrus disease recognition [33] . The SVM classifier is developed on the basis of the statistical learning theory to give the largest distance between the margins of the training data set with a hyperplane, which can be achieved by solving a convex quadratic programming problem using a kernel function [34] . The SSR detection performance of four classifiers was evaluated using the confusion matrix from which the overall classification accuracy, true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false negative (FN), and false positive (FP) were derived. The kappa coefficient is often used to measure the consistency of a classification model deriving from the confusion matrix. In general, the kappa coefficient higher than 0.8 was regarded as a good consistency. In the discrimination process, all samples were assigned to healthy and infected groups, labeled as "1" and "2" respectively. Two-thirds of the whole sample set was used as a training subset and one third as a validation subset via Kennard-Stone (KS) algorithm [35] . Data analysis in this study was carried out using MATLAB R2014a (MathWorks, Inc. Natick, MA, USA).
Results and Discussion
Analysis of Hyperspectral Reflectance
With the aim to compare the differences between healthy and infected leaves, the six representative wavelengths distributing in the red light, green light, blue light, red edge, and near-infrared region, respectively, were selected for analysis. Figure 2a displays the representative color and spectral images of healthy and infected (asymptomatic and symptomatic) A. thaliana leaves. No significant difference can be observed from color images between healthy and asymptomatic leaves, implying the challenges of SSR identification only using color images. With the development of S. sclerotiorum infection, it could be found that some typical spots appear in symptomatic leaves. Considering spectral images at different wavelengths, the images in the near-infrared range showed a better performance in comparison with those in the visible range and that the infected tissues (asymptomatic and symptomatic leaves) presented a great contrast to uninfected ones. Figure 2b shows the mean spectra of healthy and infected leaves. A general reflectance pattern of green leaves in the range of 450-1023 nm can be observed. The reflectance from 450 to 700 nm that carried carotenoids, surface color, and the chlorophyll contents information, while reflectance from 700 to 1023 nm was associated with the internal characteristics of A. thaliana leaves. The reflectance of infected leaves in the invisible range presented some overlaps to that of healthy ones, except for a slight difference in the blue and green light region, which indicated the difficulty of detecting the infected leaves of A. thaliana with sole color images. That is consistent with the spectral images shown in Figure 2a . The difference of reflectance in the near-infrared region between healthy and infected leaves is significant. The lower reflectance of infected leaves in the near-infrared region might result from tissue collapse and cell structure breakdown due to S. sclerotiorum infection, which suggests the potential of HSI for discriminating infected leaves from healthy ones. (asymptomatic and symptomatic leaves) presented a great contrast to uninfected ones. Figure 2b shows the mean spectra of healthy and infected leaves. A general reflectance pattern of green leaves in the range of 450-1023 nm can be observed. The reflectance from 450 to 700 nm that carried carotenoids, surface color, and the chlorophyll contents information, while reflectance from 700 to 1023 nm was associated with the internal characteristics of A. thaliana leaves. The reflectance of infected leaves in the invisible range presented some overlaps to that of healthy ones, except for a slight difference in the blue and green light region, which indicated the difficulty of detecting the infected leaves of A. thaliana with sole color images. That is consistent with the spectral images shown in Figure 2a . The difference of reflectance in the near-infrared region between healthy and infected leaves is significant. The lower reflectance of infected leaves in the near-infrared region might result from tissue collapse and cell structure breakdown due to S. sclerotiorum infection, which suggests the potential of HSI for discriminating infected leaves from healthy ones. 
Optimal Wavelengths Selection for Disease Detection of A. thaliana Leaves
The procedure of reducing the data size through optimal wavelengths selection is generally considered important in HSI data analysis for a more robust classification model with a high 
The procedure of reducing the data size through optimal wavelengths selection is generally considered important in HSI data analysis for a more robust classification model with a high computing efficiency [27, 36] . Figure 3 shows the optimal wavelengths selected by RF, SPA and SFS. The selection probability of each wavelength according to RF was displayed in Figure 3a . It can be found that the most of wavelengths with relatively higher selection probabilities were distributed near-infrared range, except for some in the red light region. The first selected wavelength was 747 nm with the highest selection probability of 93.6%. The selected wavelengths distributed in the near infrared range were related to the changes in tissue structure and internal chemical composition. In this study, diseased spots could be found in spectral images of near-infrared range as shown in Figure 2a , which was consistent with the results of the RF algorithm. Additionally, some wavelengths in the red light range could be due to the damage of chlorophyll after the infection of S. sclerotiorum. 16 optimal wavelengths selected by SPA for discriminating diseased leaves from healthy ones were shown in Figure 3b . The wavelengths in the blue and red light region associated with carotenoid and chlorophyll absorption, including 456, 464, 468, 474, 496, 631, 650, 667, 678, and 690 nm, were also selected by SPA. 710, 947, 1000, 1013, and 1023 nm were also considered as the sensitive wavelength due to the damage of mesophyll cell structure for SSR detection. Ten optimal wavelengths including those distributed in blue and red light (i.e. 455 nm, 469 nm, 667 nm, and 678 nm) were selected by SFS, which was similar with optimal wavelengths selected by SPA (Figure 3b ). Compared with 452 full wavelengths, the optimal wavelengths chosen via RF, SFS, and SPA were decreased by 93.1%, 93.1% and 95.7%, respectively. computing efficiency [27, 36] . Figure 3 shows the optimal wavelengths selected by RF, SPA and SFS. The selection probability of each wavelength according to RF was displayed in Figure 3a . It can be found that the most of wavelengths with relatively higher selection probabilities were distributed near-infrared range, except for some in the red light region. The first selected wavelength was 747 nm with the highest selection probability of 93.6%. The selected wavelengths distributed in the near infrared range were related to the changes in tissue structure and internal chemical composition. In this study, diseased spots could be found in spectral images of near-infrared range as shown in Figure  2a , which was consistent with the results of the RF algorithm. Additionally, some wavelengths in the red light range could be due to the damage of chlorophyll after the infection of S. sclerotiorum. 16 optimal wavelengths selected by SPA for discriminating diseased leaves from healthy ones were shown in Figure 3b . The wavelengths in the blue and red light region associated with carotenoid and chlorophyll absorption, including 456, 464, 468, 474, 496, 631, 650, 667, 678, and 690 nm, were also selected by SPA. 710, 947, 1000, 1013, and 1023 nm were also considered as the sensitive wavelength due to the damage of mesophyll cell structure for SSR detection. Ten optimal wavelengths including those distributed in blue and red light (i.e. 455 nm, 469 nm, 667 nm, and 678 nm) were selected by SFS, which was similar with optimal wavelengths selected by SPA (Figure 3b ). Compared with 452 full wavelengths, the optimal wavelengths chosen via RF, SFS, and SPA were decreased by 93.1%, 93.1% and 95.7%, respectively. Based on Figure 3 , it could be observed that some selected wavelengths were close, indicating a high correlation between them. Therefore, it was necessary to further remove some selected wavelengths based on correlation analysis (CA). The Pearson's correlation coefficients between two sensitive wavelengths selected by RF, SPA, and SFS were calculated, and heat maps are shown in Figure 4 . In this study, the correlation coefficient higher than 0.9 was regarded as a strong relationship between two wavelengths, one of which was removed based on the following criterion. The one with higher correlation coefficients with the rest wavelengths was discarded. Based on these criteria, three optimal wavelengths (458 nm, 660 nm, and 742 nm) from RF, four optimal wavelengths (456 nm, 678 nm, 710 nm, and 947 nm) from SPA and three optimal wavelengths (455 nm, 671 nm, and 747 nm) from SFS were finally selected respectively for establishing classification models for SSR detection ( Table 1 ). The number of optimal wavelengths less than five indicated the feasibility to be applied for a rapid and low-cost SSR detection system in comparison with full wavelengths. Based on Figure 3 , it could be observed that some selected wavelengths were close, indicating a high correlation between them. Therefore, it was necessary to further remove some selected wavelengths based on correlation analysis (CA). The Pearson's correlation coefficients between two sensitive wavelengths selected by RF, SPA, and SFS were calculated, and heat maps are shown in Figure 4 . In this study, the correlation coefficient higher than 0.9 was regarded as a strong relationship between two wavelengths, one of which was removed based on the following criterion. The one with higher correlation coefficients with the rest wavelengths was discarded. Based on these criteria, three optimal wavelengths (458 nm, 660 nm, and 742 nm) from RF, four optimal wavelengths (456 nm, 678 nm, 710 nm, and 947 nm) from SPA and three optimal wavelengths (455 nm, 671 nm, and 747 nm) from SFS were finally selected respectively for establishing classification models for SSR detection ( Table 1 ). The number of optimal wavelengths less than five indicated the feasibility to be applied for a rapid and low-cost SSR detection system in comparison with full wavelengths. Note: NB, RF, the random frog algorithm; SPA, successive projection algorithm; SFS, sequential forward selection; CA, correlation analysis.
SSR Detection Based on Optimal Features
With the aim of detecting SSR, the optimal wavelengths selected by RF-CA, SPA-CA, and SFS-CA, respectively, were used as inputs of classifiers to build discriminant models. Figure 5 shows the classification performance of the ELM based on three different feature selection methods. In general, it presented a similar changing pattern using these three feature selection methods. However, the parameter of the ELM model, hidden nodes, would significantly impact the detecting performance, which indicated the importance of parameter optimization. It showed that the increasing tendency of classification accuracies with increasing hidden nodes in the range of 1 to 5, and gradually reached a steady pattern. The best detecting accuracies of ELM-SPA-CA and ELM-SFS-CA were both 93.7% with the hidden nodes of 13 and 10, respectively, while ELM-RF-CA achieved the best overall classification accuracy of 90.5% with hidden nodes of 7. The results demonstrated that the discriminating performance using features from SPA-CA and SFS-CA was relatively better than those Note: NB, RF, the random frog algorithm; SPA, successive projection algorithm; SFS, sequential forward selection; CA, correlation analysis.
With the aim of detecting SSR, the optimal wavelengths selected by RF-CA, SPA-CA, and SFS-CA, respectively, were used as inputs of classifiers to build discriminant models. Figure 5 shows the classification performance of the ELM based on three different feature selection methods. In general, it presented a similar changing pattern using these three feature selection methods. However, the parameter of the ELM model, hidden nodes, would significantly impact the detecting performance, which indicated the importance of parameter optimization. It showed that the increasing tendency of classification accuracies with increasing hidden nodes in the range of 1 to 5, and gradually reached a steady pattern. The best detecting accuracies of ELM-SPA-CA and ELM-SFS-CA were both 93.7% with the hidden nodes of 13 and 10, respectively, while ELM-RF-CA achieved the best overall classification accuracy of 90.5% with hidden nodes of 7. The results demonstrated that the discriminating performance using features from SPA-CA and SFS-CA was relatively better than those from RF-CA. The analysis above denoted that the three optimal wavelengths selected by SPA-CA and SFS-CA might involve relatively more important spectral signatures of SSR.
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from RF-CA. The analysis above denoted that the three optimal wavelengths selected by SPA-CA and SFS-CA might involve relatively more important spectral signatures of SSR. The classification discriminant results could vary from different feature selection methods and model parameters. Therefore, it was also necessary to investigate the differences of discriminant ability among different classifiers, including ELM, KNN, LDA, NB and SVM. Table 2 presents detecting results from the different combination of classifiers and feature selection methods. The results from KNN, LDA, and NB were comparable and were all lower than 90% through different selected wavelengths were used. However, the ELM and SVM models could achieve outperformed detecting accuracies up to 93.7% and 94.7%, respectively, implying that the classifiers could impact the detecting result to a more extent than that of feature selection methods in this study. The similar detecting accuracy (95%) could also be found in SSR detection in oilseed rape stems with 16 optimal wavelengths as the model input [15] . In this study, only three wavelengths were used for SSR detection, which could be more suitable for high-speed online implementation due to the advantages of analyzing low-scale spectral images. Note: NB, naïve Bayes classifier; KNN, K-nearest neighbor algorithm; LDA, linear discriminant analysis; ELM, the extreme learning machine; SVM, the support vector machine.
It was not conclusive to compare the performance of classification models based on just the overall classification accuracy. Therefore, step-by-step discrimination results were presented as the confusion matrix of the healthy and infected leaves from different combinations of classifier and feature selection methods, respectively (Table 3) . Besides the overall accuracy, a lower false positive rate (the infected sample was misjudged as the healthy one) is very critical to find all infected samples and prevent further infection. Although the overall classification accuracies of KNN, LDA, and NB were comparable (Table 2) , the false negative rate and the false positive rate for healthy and infected samples were different. For KNN, the healthy samples could be all recognized with 100% accuracy The classification discriminant results could vary from different feature selection methods and model parameters. Therefore, it was also necessary to investigate the differences of discriminant ability among different classifiers, including ELM, KNN, LDA, NB and SVM. Table 2 presents detecting results from the different combination of classifiers and feature selection methods. The results from KNN, LDA, and NB were comparable and were all lower than 90% through different selected wavelengths were used. However, the ELM and SVM models could achieve outperformed detecting accuracies up to 93.7% and 94.7%, respectively, implying that the classifiers could impact the detecting result to a more extent than that of feature selection methods in this study. The similar detecting accuracy (95%) could also be found in SSR detection in oilseed rape stems with 16 optimal wavelengths as the model input [15] . In this study, only three wavelengths were used for SSR detection, which could be more suitable for high-speed online implementation due to the advantages of analyzing low-scale spectral images. It was not conclusive to compare the performance of classification models based on just the overall classification accuracy. Therefore, step-by-step discrimination results were presented as the confusion matrix of the healthy and infected leaves from different combinations of classifier and feature selection methods, respectively (Table 3) . Besides the overall accuracy, a lower false positive rate (the infected sample was misjudged as the healthy one) is very critical to find all infected samples and prevent further infection. Although the overall classification accuracies of KNN, LDA, and NB were comparable (Table 2) , the false negative rate and the false positive rate for healthy and infected samples were different. For KNN, the healthy samples could be all recognized with 100% accuracy for all three feature selection methods, while the discriminant ability for infected samples was quite poor with accuracies less than 80%. In comparison, the misclassification errors of LDA models were more balanced for both healthy and infected leaves. The number of incorrect/correct detections in healthy and infected leaves obtained from the NB model was similar to those from KNN. SVM models can obtain relatively better overall accuracies, however, the ELM-SFS-CA achieved the lowest false negative rate of 2.4% among 15 different combinations. In addition, the kappa value of SFS-CA-ELM was 0.873, which also indicated a good classification performance. Overall, the results demonstrated that hyperspectral imaging combined with SFS-CA-ELM has the potential for SSR detection in A. thaliana leaves. 
Conclusions
In this study, we presented an investigation on SSR detection using HSI combined with multivariate analysis. To get the most feasible classification method for SSR detection in A. thaliana leaves, the classification performances obtained from different combinations of five classifiers and three feature selection algorithms were compared. It was found that changes of reflectance at three optimal wavelengths (455, 671 and 747 nm) selected by SFS-CA presented a good correlation with SSR. Among different combinations, SFS-CA-ELM could gain the best discriminant performance with the classification accuracy of 93.7% and the false negative rate of 2.4%. In overall, the results demonstrated that the method constructed in this study was suitable for diagnosis of SSR in A. thaliana leaves, and has the potential to be applied for high-throughput screening of fungal disease in plants.
